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OVERVIEW

Launched in February 2024, Flameling 0X177 is a dividend rewards token on the Binance Smart Chain. 0X177 was
developed as part of the $EARN ecosystem. Similar to most rewards tokens, rewards are provided through a tax
on token transactions. 0x177 is taxed at 4% on buys and sells, with 2% being used to purchase and distribute
$EARN (BSC) to holders who hold a minimum of 100,000 0X177 tokens.

INTRODUCTION

The term Flameling refers to a collection of 1000 NFTs created in 2023 by the developers of EARN. In a franchise-type system, holders of
Flameling NFTs are able to launch their own token with the backing and support of EARN. To date, each token is launched with a supply of
1 billion tokens on the Binance Smart Chain, has a 4% buy and sell tax, pays 2% dividends in $EARN (BSC), and features a renounced
contract. 0X177 was the fifth Flameling token to be launched.

DIVIDEND TOKENS

Unlike reflection tokens, dividend tokens do not reward holders in their native token. Two percent of every buy and sell is used to
purchase and airdrop a proportionate share of $EARN (BSC) to 0X177 holders who hold over 100,000. Because the purchase of $EARN is a
function of the contract, holders may notice a small sell after every buy transaction. These small sell transactions represent the 4% tax
swap from 0X177 to $EARN.

0X177 - An EARN DIVIDEND-GENERATING MACHINE

All present and future NFT collections are designed to offer a financial incentive to NFT holders. The level of incentive
may differ based on collection and/or NFT rarity. The current FireStarters NFT collection is designed to strengthen the
Fire Pit Treasury wallet and provide future profit-share incentives.

NFT Collections

Fire Pit Treasury
A token and crypto asset treasury wallet that is designed to increase in value over time. Through NFT mints, the treasury
wallet will be come the largest holder of 0X177 tokens, therefore receiving the greatest $EARN dividend share from buys
and sells. These rewards are designed to be shared with NFT holders. Additional treasury use may provide 0X177 token
supply for staking and CEX listings.

Dividend tokens require trading volume to trigger the contract’s dividend payout mechanism. 0X177's ecosystem is designed to invite
trading volume, capture token supply, and take advantage of real-world revenue to support token liquidity, buyback, and marketing. 

Token Specifics

Supply: 1,000,000,000

Tokenomics: 4% Tax on Bus & Sells (2% $EARN dividends, 2% Project development)

Contract: 0xb0bcb4ede80978f12aa467f7344b9bdbcd2497f3
Network: Binance

Safety: Contract renounced, liquidity locked, partially doxed developer



Risk Statement

Nothing in this document should be considered investment advice. All statements are for informational purposes only. Investing in
cryptocurrency comes with risks. It is recommended that investors do their own research prior to investing in any cryptocurrency project,
and only invest what you can afford to lose. Statements and plans outlined in this document may be adjusted in an effort to remain
compliant with any legal or governing authority.

Momentum media

A future subscription-based utility designed to support and educate new and existing crypto investors. This multimedia
platform will require a small fee from subscribers to access the content. Content will be offered through the 0X177
website at seizethemomentum.com. Fees from the platform will support the 0X177 token.

mobile gaming concept
An early concept mobile game featuring characters from an upcoming NFT collection release. The game will require “in
app purchases” to access advanced features. Profits from the game will be used to support the 0X177 token.

crypto sports contests
0X177 manages a host of buy-in contests that combine real-world sporting events with crypto. Participants have a
chance to win crypto assets such as NFTs, tokens, or stable coin.

Momentum merch store
An online Etsy store that features unique merchandise designed to spark conversation about EARN, 0X177, and crypto in
general. The store shares 20% of revenue with the Flameling ecosystem and 20% with 0X177 for the Fire Pit and token
liquidity.
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